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Editorial
Our Association is reaching its sixth year of existence.
We have taken new challenges in order to consolidate
the work of a group of professionals and production
companies that work every day to attain the goal of
forming a solid and productive animation arena.
Our associates have managed to co-produce their projects
internationally, exporting their content, activating the
production of animated feature films and gaining on
the way one of the most important recognitions in the
international cinematic industry.
These accomplishments have been possible thanks to our
National Funds, associations and the talent of the working
teams behind every animated production, which represent
us internationally under the “Chilean Animation” brand,
created in order to promote the development of our
industry.
Behind every animated production lies a dream and a
team that works untiringly to make it true. Our dream is
to tell stories, our stories and represent our culture and
identity through animation.
Pato Escala
President of ANIMACHI
Chilean Association of Animation
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Here’s the Plan
A short film with character

The story of the short film “Here’s the Plan” is not a conventional love
story, because although in its surface it might look like one, it is actually
about being true to oneself and to what you want to accomplish.
If there´s a subject of stories that have been told around the world,

bakers who wishes to accomplish the beautiful dream they have

from the beginning of time, that subject is love. In any offer from

made together: to have their own bakery. But when their oven

any movie theatre there is always a romantic comedy which, in its

explodes they will be forced to postpone their dream, distancing

majority, tries to narrate how hard love relationships can be. But

from it as time goes by, and even distancing from each other.

the story of the short film “Here’s the Plan” is not a conventional
love story, because although in its surface it might look like one,
it is actually about being true to oneself and to what you want to
accomplish.

“Here’s the Plan” is the fourth short film by the national
filmmaker, but her trajectory in the animation world started when
she was much younger, when at 13 years of age, after watching
the making of the film by Studio Ghibli “Spirited Away”, she

Director Fernanda Frick, 26 years old, was inspired from her

decided that was what she wanted to do for the rest of her life:

frustration. Exhausted by the sexist stereotypes perpetuated by

tell stories through her drawings. After that, still being a teenager,

media’s tendency to tell stories in which couples are destined to

came the making of the music video “Pinch, blink, stay alive” for

just stand each other, or about hysteric and controlling women,

the American band Extra Blue Kind, work which, without many

married or in relationships with lazy and immature men, she

previous experience, she decided to do alone, with no one´s help,

decided to portray her own vision of what romantic relationships

and which, as a consequence, generated such a level of stress that

are. Relationships based not on the inner conflicts of a couple, but

one of her eyebrows decolorated.

on the mutual support and joint dreams.

But, even though this first work experience could have spooked

Fernanda is emphatic: “I was angry that this was the predominant

anyone less determined, Fernanda didn’t stop there. From that

image of a couple that the media handed us, where it doesn’t matter

moment until the making of “Here’s the Plan” the director studied

how happy we are while you’re dating, the destiny is to not stand

two years in the career of animation of a Chilean university,

each other later. Thus, I wanted to tell a story where the main

had a brief attendance in the renowned French animation

characters were a couple that you could tell loved each other, they

school Gobelins and graduated in the specialty field of character

support each other and they act as a team, without following gender

animation in Animation Mentor. She did all this without dropping

stereotypes we always see”. This is how the story of Kat and Doug

her self-teaching and always giving great value to the process of

is born, a cat and a corgi dog respectively, a just married couple of

constant formation, whereas formal or informal.
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Fernanda Frick, director of “Here’s the Plan”.

"I wanted to tell a story where the main characters were a couple that you
could tell loved each other, they support each other and they act as a team,
without following gender stereotypes we always see", Fernanda Frick.
This way, the product of over a decade of experience and

men so kind and supportive like those I also know in real life,

unconditional dedication is “Here’s the Plan”, short film which

so that was what I tried to show”, ponders Fernanda about the

despite its 18 minutes of duration, an unconventional aspect that

construction of the lead characters of her short film. And this

puts some additional restrictions to its festivals run due to it being

couple of newlyweds, Kat and Doug, catch the eye of the audience

longer than expected for its format, starts to make its way into the

from the first moment they appear on screen; their relationship,

international screens. With a worldwide premiere in the Nashville

while idealistic, feels sincere and real. But above all, they are both

Film Festival, being part of the official selection from, so far, a
dozen northern and South American festivals, and receiving its
first award for best short film at home, in the International Film
Festival Chilemonos 2017.
The attraction that it has generated in its audience comes from,
in first place, identification. One way or another, whether by its
original and non-stereotypical view of the couple’s relationship,
by the representation of the work life and how this can take us
away from our dreams, or simply for its neat construction of the
characters as individuals, “Here’s the Plan” has a little something
for everyone.
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characters that are individuals, thus it appears completely true
that they share a dream, as well as when life turns difficult and
they have to overcome multiple obstacles, and it seems that they
are starting to drift apart from each other. “So far, I have loved the
audience´s reaction. The short film has been discussed, and no one
has been left indifferent, and that feels fantastic. One looks to tell
stories so they move things inside people, and that is what ‘Here’s
the Plan’ has accomplished”, adds María José Barros, producer of
the project.
On the other hand the aesthetics of the short film is its second
greatest attribute, since using a very cinematographic illumination
technique and a minimalistic aesthetics in the selection of the

“I always say it´s hard to find such genius women on screen,

color pallet and even in the 3D technique itself, the director

complex and ambitious like the ones I know in real life, and

manages to evoke a sensation of an indie live-action film, which
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also stands for her personal style. “I´ve always
wanted the aspect to be minimalistic and modern,
since it´s the best way to translate the aesthetics of
my 2D work to 3D animation. In the same way, I never
wanted to aim for technical perfection, nor try to be
Disney or Pixar, since I´m aware that our resources
are limited and we prefer to favor things like the
story, the art and the character´s performance”,
comments Frick about it.
With a message that goes from valorizing the
determination of following the dreams before
the longing for obligatory growing up landmarks
proposed by society, to defying gender conventions
perpetuated through mass media, Fernanda comes
to refresh the industry with the clarity of her vision:
“I believe that a general problem in the industry and
on mass media is that almost 100% of the time we
are watching content created by men, and so we are
used to seeing the world from only one perspective.
I personally believe that this is dangerous, because
we lose the opportunity to put ourselves in the
‘other´s’ shoe (women, LGBT, people of color) and to
generate empathy towards them. So, it is important
to have women makers in the industry, because it is
necessary to have balance, for the stories to stop being
told from only one point of view”.
So, “Here’s the Plan” opens the way to a group of
creative and cheerful young women who see in
Fernanda a role model and discover in a concrete way,
that there’s not only a place for them, but also that
their vision is necessary to enrichen the industry. If
they can see it, they can do it.
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Feature films
Aiming to the international audience

"Nahuel and the Magic Book", by Carburadores in coproduction with Punkrobot Studio and Red Animation.

The industry of chilean animated filmmaking is finding its way

currently working in the production of their debut film “Nahuel

and place in the international market with an increasingly better

and the Magic Book”. This first film of the studio is being produced

technical quality, original aesthetics and a narrative with solid

in coproduction with Punkrobot Studio and Red Animation Studio,

and interesting characters as well as universes. Even though

from Brazil. The story is about a 12-year-old boy who, after the

television is the most developed area in a national level, the film

horrible death of his mother in a storm, grows up with a paralyzing

industry is bringing new proposals and each year counts with

fear towards the sea. This fear creates a distance between the boy

better government support for its development.

and his father, a fisherman at their town. Now Nahuel will be

Such is the case of “Bear Story”, the short film directed by
Gabriel Osorio that won Best Animated Short Film at the 2016
Academy Awards, which is currently being adapted into a
feature film. The process is in pre production state with a budget
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involved in a huge adventure while trying to find a magic book that
will grant him the power of overcoming his fear, transforming him
into a true man of the sea.
Also in development along with the film adaptation of “Bear Story”

surrounding the $ 260,000 USD, granted by the National Council

and “Nahuel and the Magic Book” is “The Metamorph”, a film

of Culture and Arts. This project will keep the main message of

in coproduction between Boyager Pictures and Sulfurica Motion

the short film, related to the importance of family union but it

Design. This is the story of Nori and Nam, two little aliens living in

will be a different and fresh approach, which will bring to life a

the Moon whose life take a flip when a human arrives and wants

different set of characters and a much more developed narrative

to take one of them. The other one, trying to save his life-long love,

universe.

will do anything to prevent it.

Another film that acquired national funds for its preproduction is

Finally, in the post production stage and with a release date for 2018

“The Devil’s Vein” from Carburadores Studio. This project, which is

is “Homeless”, the first full length film of the production company

in development stage, is the second film of the studio, which is also

Lunes, directed to adult audiences and based in the TV series of the
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same name. With dark humor and criticizing society, “Homeless”
follows the adventures of a group of self-marginalized homeless
people that will fight to restore the world’s economy so that all the
new poor population can go back to their previous, normal lifestyle
and leave their precious territory.

The industry of
chilean animated
filmmaking is finding
its way and place
in the international
market with an
increasingly better
technical quality,
original aesthetics
and a narrative with
solid and interesting
characters as well as
universes.

"Homeless", by Lunes.

"Metamorfo", coproduction between Boyager Pictures and Sulfurica Motion Design.
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Short films
Leaving a mark on cinema
The short film “Here’s the Plan” has begun its festival circuit,

and Latin America. This piece, with a running time of 20 minutes,

premiering in the Nashville Film Festival, it won the national

was completely developed in stop motion and has a narration

short competition in Festival Chilemonos and now the director

inspired in the verses composed by the same artist which allowed

will be present at the Annecy International Animated Film Festival

building, with a sublime technical and narrative quality, an ode

2017. But this short film is only a small sample of a growing

to her eventful life. From the very first time she held a guitar,

industry, which not only increases the production of films with

her recollection of Chilean’s old folklore, her odyssey to conquer

high technical proficiency and narrative quality each year, but
also accentuates the important and rising presence of female
creators and collaborators inside the projects. This wave of women
migrating from the production tasks to more creative roles that
include directing, come to change the paradigm of an industry that
still has a long way to go but which, little by little, is nourished by
female voices and sets equal terms for a generation of artists that
come to shake the audience with original proposals and powerful
arguments.

to exhibit at the Louvre Museum in Paris. “Sing with Meaning”
was premiered in the context of the one hundred year anniversary
of the folklorist’s birth, celebrated during the present year. The
director Leo Beltrán, winner of MIFA Pitches in 2015, and Cecilia
Toro, one of the biggest exponents of stop motion in Chile, explain
the challenge of creating and living up to such a powerful figure
for Chile: “The main difficulty is to understand the character in
order to portray it in the screen. On one hand there’s Violeta Parra’s

Among these short films is “Sing with Meaning”, which tells the

character, which in itself is complex and difficult to approach,

life story of Violeta Parra, the most important folklorist in Chile

and on the other hand there was the stop motion, with all the

"Sing with Meaning", directed Leo Beltrán and Cecilia Toro.
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France with her talent, to being the first Latin American woman
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complexities it entails”, explains Leo. “We had to give a lot of
emphasis to the treatment of the materials, giving the organic feel
a protagonist role because everything had to be alive”, declares
Cecilia about the production.
Another work that has generated international interest from the
Chilean industry is “W.A.R.F.”, a short film also directed by a
woman, about an unconventional friendship. A soldier asked to
train a puppy for combat finds himself in the complex situation
of having to accept that his now beloved dog will be used has a
bomb dog. Although it’s a raw story, “W.A.R.F.” stands out for the
beauty in the character’s humanity and the story itself, based in
a situation still happening in warlike contexts. “We didn’t just
want to denunciate a particular terrible fact, but in the complaint
itself target our humanity. Somehow propose a contrast between
war and friendship, hatred versus love. And of course, hopefully,
love always wins”, explains Kylie Trupp, the director, who carries
animation in her blood, since it was her grandfather, Carlos Trupp,
who directed the first feature length animation film created in
Chile, the movie “15.000 Drawings” in 1942.
Finally, “Juanito Diablo” is the name of the short film produced by
studio Vació te Invoco. Striking for its art direction, which rescues
a pop aesthetic reminiscing of comic books, the story of this film
is about little Juanito, a boy that can see how a horrible and dark
magical creature follows his mother around everywhere, while
she can’t see it. Intrigued by the mysterious beast, Juanito finds a
way through a dark forest that leads him to discover the origins
of the monster, unveiling the true motives of the creature. The
directors are Franco Rampoldi and Daniela Reyes; both filmmakers

“W.A.R.F.”, directed by Kylie Trupp.

living currently in Valparaiso, whose work potentiate the creation

Although it’s a raw
story, “W.A.R.F.”
stands out for
the beauty in the
character’s humanity
and the story itself,
based in a situation
still happening in
warlike contexts.

of audiovisual pieces outside of the capital, where most of the
industry agents are concentrated.
And as the ones mentioned above, there are many more short films
thanks to which Chile, little by little, comes closer to having an
"Juanito Diablo", produced by Vacío te Invoco.

industry not only supported by television, but one that can leave its
mark in cinema as well.
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"Guitar & Drum", produced by Punkrobot Studio.

Series
Producing quality content

10

In Chile, the animation industry develops transversally in various

One of the projects currently in production for TV is “Guitar &

fronts with different degrees of progress and consolidation. In

Drum”, the third preschool series by Punkrobot Studio, winners of

one hand there’s the film industry, referring to both short and

the Academy Award in 2016 for best animated short film, whose

feature films, that’s still in an early stage. But the main part of the

two first series “Flipos” and “The Adventures of Muelín and

national developed content corresponds to series projects which

Perlita” are currently available on Netflix. Their new series is

are produced mainly for television and increasingly also for digital

targeted for children between the ages of 3 and 6, and it’s about

platforms. The Chilean series market is in a fruitful moment, each

two best friends, a six year old Guitar and a five year old Drum,

year the percentage of new projects grows exponentially, with a

who have musical adventures together with other instruments.

strong presence of established studios producing content with

They both live in a small town where diversity and difference

a narrative and technical quality according to their experience,

are celebrated day after day as a form of learning, where each

there’s also a rapid increase of new professionals who bring fresh

character contributes from their own identity to the games and

ideas to the market.

activities they participate in. Through these relationships between
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very different characters the series delivers messages of respect and
tolerance in a fun context of singing and dancing. “As a studio we
want to be aware of society’s relevant topics, especially those related
to our children. This is a topic that gains more significance in the
globalized and dynamic world our children will grow up in. To us it
seems fundamental to address these issues from a fun and simple
stance”, comments María Elisa Soto-Aguilar and Antonia Herrera,
directors of the series.
Other two important projects, like “Guitar & Drum”, also financed by
the National Council of Television, are “The Adventures of Papelucho”
and “The Adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena”, two series based
on famous Chilean literary works which were already adapted for
cinema during the decade of 2000.
For “The Adventures of Papelucho”, the Chilean Wild Bunch Studio
adapted the famous novels written between the late 40’s and the early
70’s by Marcela Paz, Chile’s most important children’s book author, in
order to animate the well-known character. Papelucho is an extremely
imaginative and observer boy who lives with his parents and his
obnoxious little sister, who is as curious as him but much messier.
Papelucho will try to carry out all his plans to live adventures together
with his friends, while having to learn to be a good older brother and
dealing with his sister’s craziness.
The project “The Adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena”, produced
by Animenta Studio, is an adaptation of the graphic novel developed by
Themo Lobos in the late 70’s, which follows Mampato, an intelligent
and righteous boy who has a belt that allows him to travel through
time. During his time traveling he meets Ogú, a strong and sweet
cave man, and Rena, a girl from the 40th century with the ability,

“The Adventures of Papelucho”, by Wild Bunch Studio.

“The Adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena”, produced by Animenta Studio.
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as everyone else in the future, to read people’s thoughts. These
three friends will jump through the world’s history discovering
mysteries, getting to know old villains and always helping those
who are in danger.
Both series are targeted for boys and girls between the ages of 7
and 11, and seek to recover stories that are an important part of
the narrative and graphic Chilean culture, giving them new life
by potentiating the universal condition of their characters and
narrative surroundings. Simón Barrionuevo, director of “The
Adventures of Papelucho”, comments: "We saw and interesting
product in the book from the perspective of the main character,
we rescued the relationship with his sister to enhance its
internationalization and thus presenting characters that are like
any children in any part of the world”.
Another project based in previously produced material, in this
case an Argentinian children’s book, is “Petit”, based on the
work by the outstanding illustrator ISOL. In coproduction with
Argentina, the series in Chile is produced by Pájaro. It’s targeted
to a preschool audience and it’s about Petit, and innocent boy,
very sweet and funny, which can also be, in certain occasions,
too intense and extremely naughty.
Finally, “Ruka’s Fantastic Adventures” is another series
currently in production, overseen by the Chilean studios GVG
Producciones and Imago Producciones, which also has the
support of the national television station TVN, and Señal
“Ruka’s Fantastic Adventures”,
by Studios GVG Producciones and Imago Producciones.

“Nano Adventures”, produced by Cábala Producciones.
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Colombia from the namesake country. The series, which has
a release date in the second semester of 2018, tells the story of
Ruka, an enthusiastic and curious boy who, in each episode

plunges into the depths of the ocean together with his sister Lyn,
and a likeable turtle named Nuna. There, they will help different
creatures solve various everyday problems, while also learning
biological characteristics of every new species they encounter.
Besides the five mentioned television series, there are also a
couple currently in production of their second season. These are
“Nano Adventures”, series produced by Cábala Producciones,
which invites audiences to travel inside the human body in order
to know its secrets; and from Zumbástico Studio “Paper Port”,
arguably the most successful series in the country, which in
coproduction with channels Gloob, Señal Colombia and Pakapaka
(Brazil, Colombia and Argentina respectively), has been showcased
in festivals, markets and territories around the world. The series,
made in stop motion with 3D and 2D effects, tells the story of
Matilde, an ordinary girl who spends her vacations with her

The Chilean animation
industry, in its serialized
content division, continues
to grow rapidly driven by
the technical quality and
narrative creativity of their
makers, who must also
find a smart way to use
the limited resources they
obtain to produce quality
content.

grandfather in Paper Port and after touching a magic coconut
wakes up every day with a new mysterious superpower she can’t
control.
Now, aside from television, content created directly for internet is
increasingly positioning in the local industry, and every day there
are more studios and creators who specialize in the development
of animated web series. Such is the case of Marmota Studio, which
after years of producing web content independently in Spanish,
and after having the opportunity in 2015 of dubbing their most
successful series “Fin Punch!” into English, in collaboration with
Cartoon Hangover, are now preparing to expand to a new market
opening a new Youtube channel dubbed into Portuguese. Also, for
the first time they are producing a series with the support of state

“Nadaserio”, by Felipe Venegas and Cristian García.

funds. Such is the project “Hit hard, Hara!”, which tells the story of
Hara Miyo, the only woman fighter in a world filled with barbaric
fighting men.
Finally, and taking advantage of the freedom the web format
offers, there are two national teams that have stood out for
their production of adult animated content for the internet. We
are talking about the series “Nadaserio” by Felipe Venegas and
Cristian García, and “Lorenzo Delgado, Private Investigator”
by Martin Felice. The former is a project that acidly mocks and
questions the workings of communication media and, above all,
the show business. Whiles the second, “Lorenzo Delgado, Private
Investigator”, tells the story of a decadent detective trying to do his

“Lorenzo Delgado, Private Investigator”, by Martin Felice.

job in an underworld that rescues all the canons of the noir genre
but with a humorous point of view.
Thus the Chilean animation industry, in its serialized content
division, continues to grow rapidly driven by the technical quality
and narrative creativity of their makers, who must also find a
smart way to use the limited resources they obtain to produce
quality content. Financing remains the last barrier that still halts
the next inevitable boom of Chilean content for the world. However,
there is no doubt that the local creators are finding growing
possibilities of international coproduction, understanding better
how to take advantage of these opportunities and feeling more
prepared for what’s coming up in the near future.

“Hit hard Hara", by Marmota Studio.
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Checking out Paper Port
Papermotion from Chile
“Paper Port” is the seventh series by

"'Paper Port' elaborates a model that

There is a third synchrony; Señal

Zumbástico Studios, Chilean production

had been under-explored within the

Colombia opens an international

company which began its work under

Latin American scene, but not because

coproduction fund and they, who had

the name “Sólo por las niñas” in the year

there wasn’t an intention of making

acquired our content before, become a

coproductions, but because several

new ally in the development of the series.

2002; and is currently developing its
second season.
The series, made in “Paper Port” (stop-

maturity of a segment of independent

Finally, in TVN there was a group of
executives who bet on investing as

motion made with paper figures) had

animation studios which achieve

a first season consisting of 26 episodes

a status to make proposals with a

of 11 minutes of duration, and, under

recognizable and unique style. Our path

a financing plan involving 4 countries

required much learning in order to get

(Brazil, Colombia, Argentina and Chile),

to the concept of a series like 'Paper

the project becomes an example for Latin

Port'. The second was a group of Latin

The first season of “Paper Port”

American animation studios, of what can

American channels willing to invest

premiered in Gloob (Brazil) and then in

be accomplished by establishing relations

in local content. In 2013, Gloob became

Señal Colombia (Colombia), TVN (Chile)

involved in the project, which was

and Paka Paka (Argentina). Paradoxically,

an absolute bet for them; they were

the series becomes the third most

conforming their programming before

watched children´s series in Brazil and,

For Alvaro Ceppi, creative director

going to air as a channel and they had

on the other hand, TVN didn’t join the

of Zumbástico Studios, the example

the vision to recognize us as one of the

second season, which demonstrates how

of “Paper Port” is due to a series of

many talents present in the region, and

content can generate different answers

synchronies and consequence of hard

they bet for 'Paper Port' knowing that it

from the audience depending on how

work which, as the technique they use,

was a complex project, both financially

they are shown and supported by the

requires patience and concentration.

and for its execution.

networks.

which allow the production of content
for our screens and for those in the
international market as well.
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synchronies happened; first, the
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partners of the series, in a moment
where the channel wanted a more
modern project in the children´s segment
for the public Chilean television”.

“We saw ourselves in the obligation of

'Zumbástico Fantástico' and in 2010 we

doing so, generating ideas, because

internationalizing; there was minimal

took our products to MIPCOM for the first

we know how hard it is to go from the

contribution from Chilean networks, but

time. There we met Pablo Zuccarino from

development line to the production line.

to make animation in Chile the truth

Cartoon Network and we were able to

We have made a catalog of projects in

was we had to internationalize or die.

present our work to him; a few months

development which allows us to present

Nowadays the animation studios in

later Cartoon Network told us that, not

in the markets and we have extended the

Chile are very active and the obstacles

only they wanted to buy the series, but

lines of action to cinema, digital formats

that were put to us locally made us

they also wanted to premiere it pan-

or even music”.

work under a different logic, and that

regionally as an opening window; that

motivated us to promote contents in the

changed the nature of our studio forever”.

international market”.

The bet is high: to produce international
content with partnerships that allow the

By premiering “Zumbástico Fantástico”

projects to fulfill not only in the artistic

The series has an international

in Cartoon Network a great deal of

proposal, but also in the commercial one.

distributor, Millimages, which has

doors opened, allowing Zumbástico

For Álvaro Ceppi, there is only one way to

enhanced the sales of the series in

Studios´ next project, “Horace and the

achieve this:

different continents, demonstrating

Plasticines” to become its first Latin

that the work made by this Chilean

American co-production with the help

production company is a local content

of PakaPaka (Argentina) and it was that

with exportation quality.

experience what motivated Gloob to,

Zumbástico Studios began 15 years ago
under the name "Sólo por las Niñas",

subsequently, enter the co-production of
“Paper Port”.

and in its beginning, it devoted to the

Currently “Paper Port” is in production of

making of music videos, which led

its second season, but Zumbástico Studios

them to experiment with a diversity

works in parallel on the development of

of techniques. They were invited to

its new projects.

make continuity bumpers for the TVN
children´s segment Tronia, and in 2004
they created their first animated project:
Block!

“The key is patience and constant work;
we have to understand that in animation
the development of a project takes time,
and finding a way to finance it does so
as well; each time the creative ambition
grows, the challenges of its executive
production also grows with it”.
After 15 years of work, Zumbástico
Studios projects into the future: “We
want to keep the spirit of what we have

“We want to produce contents of the

made so far; I would like for the studio

highest quality possible; this has always

to keep inspiring creativity, with young

been our motivation. We devote ourselves

makers doing powerful and large-range

to create content and we are constantly

projects”.

“We didn’t know how to develop an
animated series, we had never made an
animation bible and we were discovering
it in a self-taught way and by sharing
with other makers such as Bernardita
Ojeda, from Pájaro Studio, who was very
generous sharing the knowledge she
had gained in the making of her series
“Clarita”. Without a doubt, the best
school was to learn from the mistakes
because it allowed us to understand
which way we wanted to aim the vision
of our company”.
The next projects by Zumbástico
followed the same path:
experimentation both in formats,
techniques and aesthetics proposals.
So in 2009 they premiered the
series: “Wayapolis Experiment” (2D
animation-Stopmotion-Live Action),
“Achú” (Live Action-2D animation)
and “The Ogre and the Chicken”
(stopmotion).
"In 2008, we began working in

“Horace and the Plasticines”, by Zumbástico Studios.
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Networking an industry

Coproduction in Latin America
In the last five years the Chilean and

Zumbástico Studios, whose first season

territories and the support in the

Latin American animation industry,

had 26 episodes of 11 minutes, and was

development itself of the content.

both for cinema, television and even web

developed in coproduction with the

content, has developed exponentially. It

Colombian channel Señal Colombia, as

has multiplied the amount of productions

well as Gloob and Pakapaka, from Brazil

along the continent, elevating their

and Argentina respectively.

technical and narrative quality; making

financing and territorial access are
evident. “On one hand, each one of the
financial contributions from the different

This project, made in papermotion

channels has been absolutely essential

(stop motion using paper) with 3D

to complete the budget and to produce

and 2D effects, managed to take full

a series with international projection.

advantage of the animation industry’s

Without those contributions, the series

All this, in part, thanks to the experience

maturity in the different countries of

simply could not be done. Besides,

gained with time in a developing

Latin America. It has been achieved

the fact that Gloob, Señal Colombia

industry, but mostly as consequence of a

thanks to a good level of multiple

and Pakapaka are channels and not

new collaboration and team work wave

independent production companies

production companies, guarantees us

between countries, which have resulted

and, as a consequence, it has generated

from the beginning that the show will

in different coproduction models that

the confidence in different channels to

not only be broadcast through TVN in

became fundamental when it comes to

invest in local content.

Chile, but also in three major countries,

its way in the international industry,
both in theaters as well as markets and
specialized festivals.

working in successful productions in the
region.

To Alvaro Ceppi, the project’s creative
director, the benefits of working

totaling almost 300 million inhabitants”,
says Alvaro Ceppi in this regard.

The most representative case of the last

in coproduction are plenty, among

But those are not the only benefits.

few years is “Paper Port”, the seventh

which he considers the main ones to

According to the creative director, the

series of the Chilean production company

be financing, broadcast in multiple

contribution to the content of the series

"Paper Port", by Zumbástico Studios.
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In that sense, the benefits in terms of
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In the last five years
the Chilean and
Latin American
animation industry,
both for cinema,
television and
even web content,
has developed
exponentially.

"Petit", produced by Pájaro.

itself has been fundamental for its

team. “Working with other countries has

children audiences, “Siesta Z”. Besides

integral development and to become a

been of great learning because they have

the collaboration with the mentioned

functional and attractive product in the

experience in different areas: Argentina

channels, the project is currently in

international market. Ceppi comments

makes great dubbing and music, and

coproduction of its second season with

“The contribution each channels

Colombia has very good post production.

the Peruvian–Brazilian production

delivers in terms of content is also

The Latin American collaboration is very

company Red Animation Studio.

very important, since they are actively

important, they are our natural partners.

involved in the scripts, sharing with us

We share cultures, languages and sense

their experience as children’s content

of humor", comments Bernardita Ojeda,

providers”.

the series’ director.

“Paper Port” has been sold to Portugal,

Also from Argentina, and with the

sources and distribution possibilities, is

Italy, Sweden, Middle East, Israel,

support of Señal Colombia and

“Chakay: Master of two Worlds”. This

Hong Kong, India, Southeast Asia and

Pakapaka, is the series which rescues

transmedia project, which is currently in

Australia. Its second season is currently

the stories of universal literary classics,

development stage, is an original idea of

modernizing and adapting them for

Alicia Studio, from Ecuador and with the

in production, consisting of 26 episodes
and reaching a total of 52, a number

Another television series that seeks to
follow the model of “Paper Port” in
terms of grouping at least four countries
to take advantage of their financing

that adds up to dozens of awards from
international festivals, increasing its
international distribution potential.
Even though “Paper Port” is the most
iconic case, it’s not the only one. Coproductions in Latin America become
increasingly more important, thus
allowing multiple new projects. One of
them is “Petit”, from the production
company based in Chile, Pájaro, and
overseen by Pakapaka and Non Stop
as their counterpart in Argentina. This
project, which is an adaptation of a
children’s book by renowned Argentinian
illustrator ISOL, is looking in the alliance
between both countries to enrich their

“Chakay: Master of two Worlds”, by Alicia Studio from Ecuador.
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The benefits
of working in
coproduction are
plenty, among which
he considers the main
ones to be financing,
broadcast in multiple
territories and
the support in the
development itself of
the content.
"Nahuel and the Magic Book",

support from Chile, Perú and Bolivia, has

settling during the last few years. Such

financing for the production. German

already positioned itself with the greatest

is the case of “Nahuel and the Magic

is very aware of how important this

potential in the region. It won the award

Book”, Chilean feature directed by

achievement is: “We see co-production

for best television series in the pitch

Germán Acuña and produced by Pato

not only as a figure with which to

of Argentinian market Ventana Sur’s

Escala, producer of the Oscar winning

Animation! section, consisting of the

short film, “Bear Story”.

develop complementary resources

selection for the MIFA Pitching Sessions

This feature film is currently in

adding talents and experience that will

production and recently closed an

enrich the projects. The above seems to

agreement of coproduction with Brazil,

be a key element for the creation and

Finally, cinema is not far behind, and

opening the doors for international

consolidation of a healthy Latin American

also has co-productions that have been

talents to be included, as well as

industry with a future”.

in the Annecy International Animated
Film Festival.

“Siesta Z”, Peruvian–Brazilian coproduction.
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outside Chile, but also as a real way of
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